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Streaming Video Locations:
Health Professions Education Building – Bryan: 1046
Baylor College of Dentistry – Dallas: 728
College of Pharmacy – Kingsville: 246
Medical Education Center – Temple: 206
Health Science Center – Round Rock: N402
School of Public Health – McAllen: 152

One Health is a University-wide Strategic Initiative.
All University faculty and students are welcomed and encouraged to attend.
**Driving Directions:**

- **If you are arriving via Highway 6**, take the University Drive exit and proceed west on University Drive. The street becomes Raymond Stotzer Parkway and the entrance to TIPS is on the right at the intersection of Discovery Drive and Raymond Stotzer.

- **If you are arriving via Highway 21**, exit Highway 47 at the Riverside Campus. Continue on Highway 47 until it intersects with Raymond Stotzer Parkway (also Highway 60), turning left toward the main TAMU campus. The TIPS entrance is on the left at the intersection of Discovery Drive and Raymond Stotzer.